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Abstract— A very important issue in executing a scientific
workflow in computational grids is how to map and schedule
workflow tasks onto multiple distributed resources and handle
task dependencies in a timely manner to deliver users’ expected
performance. In this paper, we present our work to develop and
evaluate an advanced workflow scheduler in computational grid
environments, the GRACCE scheduler. The GRACCE scheduler
applies advanced scheduling techniques, such as resource ne-
gotiation and reservation, data/network-aware scheduling and
performance prediction in the resource allocation and execution
planning process. To evaluate the scheduler, we have set up
an experimental environment that models a computational grid
in those aspects relevant to workflow scheduling. Our results
show the average performance improvement, using the GRACCE
scheduler, is about 20% under high resource loads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific workflow applications [1] incorporate multiple
dependent modules to be executed in a predefined order
and may entail the transfer and storage of a huge amount
of data. The very important issue in executing a scientific
workflow in computational grids [2] is how to map and
schedule workflow tasks onto multiple distributed resources
and handle task dependencies in a timely manner to deliver
users’ expected performance. For example, we must allocate
multiple resources to workflow tasks according to the task
dependency relationships and reduce the queue waiting time
for the tasks that are submitted to resources for execution.

There have been many efforts to develop a workflow system
and workflow scheduling algorithms for grid environments.
In some of these efforts, such as DAGMan [3], Taverna [4],
Karajan [5] and Triana [6], the workflow scheduling strategy
is basically an extension of the workflow enact engine with
grid job launching and file transfer services. They require
users to arrange resources for workflow tasks in advance
and manually specify resource details. In efforts to develop
workflow scheduling algorithms, such as ASKALON [7],
Pegasus [8], and Gridbus[9], the grid scheduling hierarchy is
not taken into account, thus making assumptions that are too
optimistic in computational grid environments.

In this paper, we present our work to develop and evalu-
ate an advanced workflow scheduler for computational grid
environments, the GRACCE scheduler. GRACCE applies ad-
vanced scheduling techniques, such as resource negotiation
and reservation, data/network-aware scheduling and perfor-
mance prediction in the resource allocation and execution
planning process. In evaluating the scheduler, we have set up
an experimental environment that models a computational grid
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s to improve the application performance, i.e.
he workflow execution as fast as possible. But
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an that of a single executable, because it involves
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Fig. 1. Grid Scheduling Hierarchy
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users submit a workflow to the time that the results are
produced. The total workflow execution time consists mainly
of three parts: the task execution time, data transfer time and
the time spent waiting for resources to be available.

1) Task Execution Time: The task execution time is not
simply the sum of times spent carrying out all tasks because
some of them are executed concurrently. For a workflow that
can be modeled as a DAG, critical tasks are those that must
be started on their earliest start times in order to achieve the
best performance of the workflow execution. The sum of the
execution times of critical tasks is the time spent for workflow
task execution. So if we know the critical tasks of a workflow,
we can easily calculate its task execution time.

The time spent executing a task depends on what resource is
allocated for it. In general, a workflow scheduler searches for
the fastest available resource for a task. So in a computational
grid, the overall grid load impacts the choice of resource.
The higher the load is, the more likely a slower resource is
allocated for the task. But if the workflow scheduler is able
to reserve resources for a task in advance, a fast resource can
be allocated even in a high-load environment.

2) Data Transfer Time: In a workflow, if two tasks have
data dependencies, such as intermediate files, we call the
dependent task the child task and the other task the parent
task. If the two tasks are allocated on different resources,
intermediate files need to be transferred between the two
resources. In a grid environment with slow network, the
data transfer time may become a significant part of the total
workflow execution time. But not all data transfers impact the
workflow performance; only those that delay the launching of
critical tasks, directly or indirectly, do so.

3) Queue Waiting Time: The workflow scheduler, working
on top of the local schedulers of grid resources, cannot launch
a workflow task on the allocated resource directly. It has
to submit it in the form of a job to the local scheduler,
which schedules the job based on its own policies. This local
scheduler may queue the job for any reason, for example, if the
resource is heavily loaded or higher-priority jobs come in and
have to be scheduled earlier. So even when a task is ready, it
may be queued by the local scheduler. The time period from
when the task is ready to when it is launched by the local
scheduler is often referred to as the “queue waiting time”.

For a job that is submitted to the local scheduler, the length
of queue waiting time depends on many factors, e.g. the
resource load, the number of CPUs requested by the job and
the jobs currently running and queued in the local scheduler.
It is difficult to predict [15]; there have been several efforts
to develop prediction mechanisms in the local schedulers [16],
[17], [18]. In general, the higher the resource load is, the longer
the queue waiting time will be. Again, if a task is submitted
to a resource that has been reserved in advance, the queue
waiting time can be greatly reduced.

B. Workflow Scheduling

A workflow scheduler should have two capabilities: first,
resource allocation, which distributes tasks onto multiple re-
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fer, which is the topological order [19] of the
G. In this order, the earliest start-time of each
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lf should be started. An allocated resource for a
e available before its earliest start-time so that no
red because of the unavailability of resources.
e Allocation Strategies: There are two strategies

resources for workflow tasks in a workflow
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cisions for a task when its dependencies are
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ents, when no resource is available for a ready
w execution has to be put on hold, while the
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ad allocation, the scheduler plans the execution

bset of tasks and makes allocation decisions for
ce. When a resource is allocated for a task, the
onfident or can guarantee that the resource will
So there are no, or only short, delays waiting
to be available when a task is ready, even in
ironments.
w-Orchestrated Co-Allocations: A workflow ex-
es multiple resources to be simultaneously avail-
to deliver the best performance. For example,
dependencies should be scheduled on different
concurrent execution; tasks with data depen-
be allocated on the same resource to save data
A workflow scheduler should have the ability
resource requests with regard to workflow task

(orchestration) and co-allocates resources based
tionships. Allocation decisions should minimize
elays in execution due to the unavailability of
ready tasks, i.e. the queue waiting time of

cution.
/Data-Aware Scheduling: As we mentioned, the
data transfer may become a significant part of

me if a large amount of data is transferred on
rk. When allocating computational resources for
s, a workflow scheduler should consider the data
as well as the task execution time; it should also
r the candidate resources have enough storage
data.

Scheduling Framework

the above issues of workflow scheduling and
mework to manage grid workflow applications,
(GRid Application Coordination, Collaboration

n) project [20] was created. GRACCE includes
workflow description language, and an archi-

plement a look-ahead scheduling and execution
ientific workflow applications. The architecture



addresses the issues of grid resource allocation, workflow
execution and monitoring, and integrates their solutions into a
middleware platform.

As shown in Figure 2, the GRACCE architecture has three
subsystems, the workflow Scheduler, the GridDAG workflow
engine, and the EPExec runtime system. We refer interested
readers to [14] for the description and implementation of this
architecture and in this paper, we present the design, algorithm
and evaluation of the GRACCE Scheduler.
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Fig. 2. The GRACCE Scheduling Architecture

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND WORKFLOW

EXECUTION PLANNING

The GRACCE Scheduler is a data/network-aware work-
flow scheduler with execution planning, resource negotiation
and reservation. It has two components, the Allocator and the
Planner, responsible for resource allocations and workflow
execution planning respectively.

A. Resource Allocation for A Workflow Task

The Allocator allocates resources for a workflow task based
on its resource request. The resource specification of task Ti,
denoted as ResReqTi, consists of the number of processing
elements (PEs) and the minimum memory required, the start
time, the optional execution time (one way to specify a
deadline) and the requirements of hardware architecture and
software configuration. An allocation decision, denoted as
AllocResTi, consists of the resource name, the total number
of PEs, a list of these PEs, the available time, the estimated
execution time if the task is executed on this resource, and
possibly also a reservation ID (ResvID). The two objects can
be represented as follows:

ResReqTi<NumPE, minMem, StartTime, ExeTime, ArchSW>
AllocResTi<ResName, NumPEs, PEList, StartTime, ExeTime,

ResvID>

The Allocator takes the resource request of the workflow task
Ti, makes allocation decision and returns the decision(s) with
one or multiple AllocResTi objects. The allocation process
involves two steps, resource discovery and evaluation (Step
1), and resource negotiation and reservation (Step 2). Starting
from all available resources, each step refines the results from
the previous step. We denote the two steps as AllocatorS1
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rS2 and the following formulas represent their

AllocResTi[ ] = AllocatorS1(ResReqTi)
llocResTi[ ] = AllocatorS2(AllocResTi[ ])

e Discovery and Evaluation: Resource discov-
ation searches in grid information services for

t match the resource specification of a workflow
ources discovered by this step are those that
rdware architecture and software configuration
of the task.
ery and evaluation process is a match-making
ask specification and the resource specifications.
Condor ClassAd [21] to describe this process,

first translates the task resource specification
nd invokes the matchmaking algorithm against
representing available resources, and returns the
k if there is a match. The rank used, for example,
the average CPU speed and memory size per PE,
computation power of the resource. The higher
faster the resource. The discovered candidate

ordered using this rank value.
e Negotiation and Reservation: In Step 1, the
scovers and ranks candidate resources for a
k; in this step, it communicates with the local
these candidate resources to acquire a resource
he Allocator acts as a grid scheduler. So instead
to directly allocate the resource, it must request
rom the local scheduler that has ownership of it.
ng process is called resource negotiation and it

of requesting “advanced reservations” [22] of
the local scheduler.

TABLE I

NEGOTIATION SEQUENCE AND MESSAGES

er Msg Type Msg Format
ator ResvRequest <NumPEs, PEList, Start-

Time, EndTime>

uler
ResvResponse <YES/NO, Confir-

mDeadline, ResvID>
ator ResvAccept <ResvID>

uler
ResvConfirm <ResvID, options>

ce negotiation and reservation process is thus
handshaking between the Allocator and the

er. The negotiation sequence and hand-shaking
olved are shown in Table I. The process starts
cator’s submission of a reservation request in
ResvRequest message to the local scheduler. The
onsists of the number of PEs and the time period
e local scheduler processes this request and
a ResvResponse message. If the local scheduler

e message contains a “Yes” answer, a deadline
the Allocator must confirm to finally acquire the
nd the reservation ID. The Allocator next replies
heduler with a ResvAccept message that encodes



the reservation ID. Upon receiving this message, the local
scheduler responds with a ResvConfirm message that includes
all the details of the reservation. From now on, the Allocator
can access this reservation using the returned reservation ID.
This process can be represented by the following two formulas:

ResvResponse = Allocator(ResName, ResvRequest)
ResvConfirm = Allocator(ResName, ResvAccept)

B. Workflow Execution Planning

Workflow execution planning decides, for each workflow
task, where (on which resource) and when it is launched;
the Planner is responsible for performing this. To plan the
workflow execution, two important parameters for each task
are required, the (estimated) execution time of the task on
the candidate resource and the network bandwidth between
the target resources for its parent tasks and the candidate
resource for the task. Performance prediction is one approach
for generating these two parameters. We rely on widely used
systems for this purpose, for example application performance
prediction using performance profiling [23], [24], and network
bandwidth prediction using the NWS [25]. We use a Predictor
to represent the prediction operations as follows:

ExeTime = Predictor(ResName, TaskSpecTi , ResReqTi)
NetworkBandwidth = Predictor(FromRes, ToRes, Time)

The Planner makes a planning decision for a workflow
task based on the decisions made for its parent tasks. The
planning process includes two steps: identifying the Start-
Time and ExeTime of the task on resources, and requesting
resource advanced reservation on the resources. The process
is shown in the following code fragment and the two steps
are implemented in the two main “for” loops. The Planner
starts processing a task Ti once the scheduling decisions for all
its parent tasks have been made. The Planner first requests
the Allocator to discover a list of candidate resources, and
then evaluates each of the candidate resources by determining
the StartTime and ExeTime of the task on it. To determine
the StartTime, the Planner combines times for each of its
parent tasks: the EndTime and the time required to transfer
the intermediate files. The highest result value, which is the
latest time when all the input data are available, is the earliest
StartTime of the task. To determine the ExeTime of the task
on a candidate resource, the Planner calls the Predictor
to estimate the task execution time. After that, the Planner
sorts the candidate resources using the EndTime (StartTime +
ExeTime) as the key. In the second step, the Planner calls the
Allocator to request a reservation on the candidate resources
in the sorted order. If a reservation is granted, the Planner
then requests the Allocator to confirm it, thus completing the
planning process for the task.

/* sortedAllocRes is a AllocRes table sorted using
the endTime (startTime + exeTime). The sortInsert function
inserts an AllocRes object in the endTime order. */

AllocResT i[ ] = AllocatorS1(ResReqT i);

for (i=0; i<AllocResT i[ ].size; i++) {
startTime = -1;

resName = A
for (j=0; j<Par

pTask = Pa
EndTimepT

bd = Predic
A

eStartTime
if (eStartTim

}

exeTime = Pr
AllocResT i [i]
AllocResT i [i]
eEndTime = s
sortInsert(sor

}
AllocResT i = so
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AllocR
AllocR
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llocResT i [i].ResName;
entT i[ ].size; j++) {
rentT i [j];
ask = StartTimepT ask + ExeTimepT ask;
tor(AllocRespT ask.ResName,
llocResT i [i].ResName, EndTimepT ask);
= EndTimepT ask + FileSizepT ask:Ti / bd;
e > startTime) startTime = eStartTime;

edictor(resName, TaskSpecT i, ResReqT i);
.StartTime = startTime;
.ExeTime = exeTime;
tartTime + exeTime;
tedAllocRes, eEndTime, AllocResT i [i]);

rtedAllocRes; # now it is sorted based on EndTime

esTi [ ].size; i++) {
uest) = <AllocResT i[i].NumPEs,
escT ask[i].StartTime,
escT ask[i].StartTime + AllocRescT ask[i].ExeTime>;

llocResT i [i].ResName;
ponse) = Allocator(resName, ResvRequest);

nse.YES/NO == “YES”) {
Confirm) = Allocator(ResvAccept<resName,

Response.ResvID>);
i[i].ResvID = ResvConfirm.ResvID;

lete workflow planning, the planning algorithm
eadth-first retrieval of the workflow DAG starting
ing task(s).

LATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

CE workflow scheduler targets computational
ents that comprise parallel computing resources

fferent organizations. But there are difficulties
a workflow scheduler in a real system. These

imited number of resources available for test-
and the impossibility of creating a repeatable
environment for evaluating different scheduling
er different resource loads. For these reasons,

he experiments in a simulated grid environment.
tion grid, users is able to configure different
resource load of grid resources, and configure

ce prediction accuracy. The mechanism used to
lication resource requests and resource computa-
ies allows users to define complex application
d grid resources for evaluating the different
e workflow scheduler on workflow execution

ation Environment

mental environment consists of simulated grid
h a variety of computational capabilities and
ork bandwidth between resources, simulated grid
local resource schedulers, and a random job

t models the resource users.
ion of Grid Resources and Local Schedulers: In
n, a resource is configured with a total number
a total number of MIPS (Million Instructions
to represents its computational capabilities, an
rowed from the GridSim toolkit [26]. GridSim



TABLE II

RESOURCE SPECIFICATION IN THE SIMULATED GRID ENVIRONMENT

Resource Total PEs Total MIPS MIPS/PE
R1 8 200 25
R2 64 750 11.719
R3 48 310 6.458
R4 32 400 12.5
R5 32 500 15.625
R6 48 800 16.667
R7 16 320 20
R8 32 400 12.5

has limitations in its manner of scheduling parallel applica-
tions and thus cannot be directly exploited for this work. In
GridSim, a parallel job that requires more than one PE is
normalized to a single-PE job (Gridlet in GridSim term). Thus
we have developed a local scheduler for GridSim resources. It
allows us to allocate or reserve multiple PEs for a parallel job
and it keeps track of currently used PEs (and thus the available
PEs) in order to serve other requests. The scheduling policy
is first-come-first-serve (FCFS) space-sharing with resource
advanced reservations.

The simulated grid consists of eight resources. Their config-
urations are shown in Table II. The MIPS per PE (MIPS/PE) is
calculated to represent the power of the resource. The greater
the MIPS/PE, the faster the resource. The network bandwidth
between every pair of resources in the simulation is calculated
by generating a random bandwidth between the minimum and
the maximum bandwidth.

2) Simulation of Job Execution: A grid job (or a workflow
task) in the simulation environment requests resources in terms
of the total number of instructions (in the unit of Millions
Instructions (MIs)), and the number of PEs. In this modeling
schema, the base execution time (bExeTime) of a job on a
resource is equal to the job’s MIs/PE divided by the resource’s
MIPS/PE. The base execution time is the ideal execution time
of the job on the resource without considering the impacts of
those factors such as cache misses, or disk accesses that may
stall the CPU calculation.

A job execution is simulated using a timer thread: when
the thread starts, the job starts; when it times out, the job
completes. The timeout interval of the thread, corresponding
to the execution time (ExeTime) of the job, is calculated by
adding an additional time to the bExeTime that represents
the impact of those non-CPU factors on the job execution.
To simplify the simulation, this additional execution time
(aExeTime) is modeled as bExeTime * Random (0, extFactor),
where extFactor is a number between 0.0 and 1.0 representing
the impacts of these factors. The Random (0, extFactor) is a
random number between 0 and extFactor.

In this schema, the job execution time includes both the
CPU time and the time for memory and disk/network accesses,
thus closely models a real job execution on a real computa-
tional resource. Furthermore, we can easily define a schema
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the execution time of the job on a resource by
perty of the Random(0, extFactor) function: the
an of an infinite number of numbers generated by
ecutor) is equal to exeFactor / 2. So the estimated
e (eExeTime) can be modeled as bExeTime * (1
/ 2). In this way, the estimated execution time
l execution time statistically; and the difference

dom(0, extFactor) and exeFactor / 2 introduces
ble part of the execution time. We formulate the
as follows:

ime = bExeTime * (1 + Random(0, extFactor))
ExeTime = bExeTime * (1 + extFactor / 2)

Job Generator: To mimic grid resource users,
ated a random job generator that creates and
with different resource requirements to the local

resource. The job generator is able to maintain
source load at a specific value between 0.0 and
rce load at a given time is calculated by dividing
r of occupied PEs by the total number PEs of the
e current resource load is less than the expected
generator creates and submits jobs; otherwise
onitors the resource load. As a multi-threaded
job generator is independent of the resource
local scheduler and the workflow scheduler. It
the multiple users of the resources.

ce Evaluation

lation environment, we have implemented two
edulers: the regular just-in-time workflow sched-
GRACCE scheduler. The just-in-time scheduler
source for a task when the parent tasks have

nd then submits it the local scheduler of the
urce. This scheduling mechanism is widely used
rrent workflow system. The GRACCE scheduler
ed based on the algorithms we discussed in the
n this rest of this section, we evaluate workflow
rformance under these two schedulers in the
d environment.
ance Evaluation of a 7-Task Workflow: Our first
7-task workflow whose task specifications and

pecifications are given in Table III and Figure 3.
s the execution time of the workflow under a
from 0.0 to 0.9. The workflow execution time

the load of grid resources increases. But under
ource load, the GRACCE scheduler achieves a
duction in execution time compared to the just-
uler.
ution of the workflow execution time is shown in
time spent in task execution increases generally
e load increases, but not uniformly. The sched-
necessarily allocate the fastest resource available
w task. The two schedulers consider both the

time and the time to transfer the intermediate
ocating a resource. The GRACCE scheduler also
count whether an advance reservation has been



TABLE III

TASK SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 7-TASK WORKFLOW

Task 100xMIs NumPEs 100xMIs/PE
T0 250 16 15.625
T1 400 32 12.5
T2 200 32 6.25
T3 300 32 9.375
T4 450 64 7.03
T5 340 16 21.25
T6 420 32 13.125

Parent 
Task 

Child 
Task 

File Size 
(MByte) 

T0 T1 100 

T0 T2 230 

T0 T3 300 

T1 T4 400 

T2 T4 1000 

T2 T5 490 

T3 T5 1600 

T4 T6 400 

T5 T6 380 

T4

T3T2T1

T0 

T5

T6

Fig. 3. Dependency Specification of the 7-Task Workflow

granted. So it is very common that the scheduler allocates a
slower resource to a task, either because it has been reserved
or because it leads to a shorter queue waiting time.

When the resource load is above 0.2, the queue waiting time
is reduced greatly under the GRACCE scheduler. Although
the queue waiting time increases when the resource load rises
above 0.3 under both schedulers, the savings achieved using
the GRACCE scheduler are significant, from 35% to 85%.
Neither the task execution time nor the data transfer time of
the workflow changes much under different resource loads.
Thus they do not contribute much of the performance increase
or decrease in the overall workflow execution.

In Figure 6, we show the distribution of the improvement
obtained for the 7-task workflow by using the GRACCE
workflow scheduler rather than the just-in-time scheduler. The
performance improvements come mostly from the reduction
in queue waiting time. We can also see from the figure that
the biggest improvement comes when the resource load is 0.5.
Before this point, the minimum queue waiting time is reached.

2) Performance Evaluation of a 20-Task Workflow: We next
consider a 20-task workflow. It has much higher MIs for
each task than in the 7-task workflow, which means that the
task execution time is a more significant contributor to the
workflow execution. The workflow execution times under the
two schedulers are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that the workflow execution time under the
GRACCE scheduler is less than that achieved using the just-
in-time scheduler when the resource load is above 0.3. As
for the 7-task workflow, most of the reduction in execution
time comes from the lower queue waiting time. This is
greatly reduced when the resource load is above 0.4. The task
execution time is greater under the GRACCE scheduler when
the resource load is above 0.1. Because the data transfer time
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Execution Time Distribution of the 7-Task Workflow

y small portion of the workflow execution, its
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erall execution time.
ution of performance improvement under the
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load (0.4 to 0.9), the GRACCE scheduler is able
workflow execution time by about 4% to 9%,

iting time by about 4% to 12% and data transfer
1% to 2%; however, it slows down the workflow

ns by 2% to 5%. As for the 7-task workflow,
of queue waiting time contributes most of the

improvement of the workflow execution.
y: In order to compare the performance obtained

scheduling approaches, we have collected the
es of 60 workflows that were generated by a
flow generator. The queue waiting time percent-
tal workflow execution time of these workflows

schedulers are plotted in Figure 9. Using the
cheduler, the queue waiting time is in the range

. If using the GRACCE scheduler, the range
5%. So the GRACCE scheduler with workflow
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Fig. 7. Execution Time of the 20-Task Workflow

The workflow execution time is reduced from 2% to 20%
if the resource load is above 0.3, and the reduction of queue
waiting time is the biggest contributor. Again the reduction of
data transfer time is within 3% and the task execution time
increases by about 3% to 5%. We can also see that the biggest
performance improvement is obtained with a load of 0.6 to 0.7.

In summary, compared to the widely-used just-in-time
scheduler, the GRACCE scheduler reduces the workflow ex-
ecution time by about 20% under medium and high resource
load. This performance improvement is achieved by the re-
duction of the task queue waiting time using the techniques
of workflow execution planning and resource advanced reser-
vation. In order to reduce the overall queue waiting time, the
scheduler may allocate slower resources to some workflow
tasks, causing the increase of the task execution time.

Lastly, we want to mention that the GRACCE scheduler
assumes local schedulers have the resource reservation capa-
bility and the current scheduling algorithm does not support
workflows with control-flow logics, such as loops or condi-
tional branches. The local scheduling policy in the simulated
resources is space-sharing; for environments with both in-
teractive jobs and computational jobs, a more sophisticated
scheduling policy should be defined.

V. RELATED WORK

Most workflow systems, such as DAGMan [3], Taverna [4],
Karajan [5] and Triana [6] do not have resource allocation
capability and resource information for workflow tasks are
specified in the workflow specification. We can consider their
scheduling strategies as just-in-time policy.

The most relevant efforts to ours are those performed under
the ASKALON environment [7]. The ASKALON workflow
scheduling mechanism [27], [28] applies similar techniques
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as performance prediction, resource reserva-
kflow planning. But the performance impact of

is not considered in the scheduling process
nce evaluation. Also some experiments make
tified assumptions that are too optimistic in a
ional grid, e.g. it assumes that the data transfer

any two tasks is constant. In evaluating the
e overhead, the workflow model used is more
n DAG [29], so the analysis does not apply on
w in which critical path and critical tasks should

for such analysis.

[30], the authors present a similar algorithm to
ciate costs and deadline with workflow execution
irements. This work targets a utility grid that as-
ce level agreement between service provider and
mer. The scheduling policy and their experiments
der queue waiting time in the local scheduler.
ional grid environments with a grid scheduling
h an assumption is not applicable.

w [31], a workflow is executed according to a
edule. If large delays occur in sub-workflows, the
the workflow may be sent back to the simulation
scheduled. The concept of a simulated schedule
the execution plan in the GRACCE scheduler.

does not address resource co-allocation and
sues in the simulated schedule.

constructs a job execution DAG with scheduling
rom the application DAG logic. This process
ying Globus MDS to find resources for com-
data movement, and querying a Globus replica
ce to locate data replicas. Pegasus submits this
dor DAGMan for execution, and hence cannot
other local schedulers.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the scheduling of scientific workflow
applications in dynamic computational grid environments and
presents the GRACCE workflow scheduler that is capable
of execution planning, resource co-allocation and advanced
reservation, and data/network-aware scheduling. Our simu-
lation results show that this scheduler can lead to about
20% improvement in workflow execution performance under
a high resource load, compared to the widely used just-in-time
scheduling approach. Most of the performance improvement is
the result of a reduction in queue waiting time for the workflow
tasks on the resource’s local schedulers. In the future, we
intend to refine the simulation environment in order to make it
closer to a real grid environment. We will also study the partial
workflow planning policy in which a subset of workflow tasks
are planned for execution and upon or near the completion of
those tasks, another subset of tasks are planned.
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